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Abstract: In a field of polarimetric synthetic aperture radar (SAR) remote sensing, various kinds of
polarimetric decomposition techniques have been proposed. However, poor validations prevent
them from operational applications. A true composition ratio of scattering mechanisms within a
radar backscatter plays a key role. To overcome the issue, a novel comprehensive SAR approach to
accurately identify a contribution of each scattering mechanism has been introduced. This is based
on multiparametric SAR observation combined with a numerical model simulation. In this article,
a comprehensive SAR approach is concisely reviewed to accelerate the research in this field. First,
popular model-based polarimetric decompositions are introduced and their limitations are shown.
Then, a behavior of scattering mechanisms is analyzed by the discrete scatterer model with some
results using real multiparametric SAR data. A comprehensive SAR approach must be essential to
realize an operational use of polarimetric SAR data.
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1. Introduction

One of the main motivations of polarimetric synthetic aperture radar (SAR) remote sensing
is to invert physical information from radar signal from vegetated terrain. Its flexible operability
and an obvious sensitivity to a vegetation structure make polarimetric SAR an attractive monitoring
tool [1–11]. A full polarimetric SAR capability such as Advanced Land Observing Satellite-2 (ALOS-2),
developed by the Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency, has been universal in these days, and so various
polarimetric decomposition techniques have been proposed [11–20]. Nonetheless, the decomposition
techniques still have never been recognized as a solid practical application even after 30 years.

The backscattering cross section from vegetated terrain consists of various scattering
mechanisms [21]. Simple forest model in Figure 1 generates a number of scattering mechanisms such
as volume scattering from canopy or trunks, double-bounce scattering between canopy and ground or
between trunk and ground, and surface scattering. In addition, the scattering mechanisms passing
through a volume layer of leaves, twigs or trunks are attenuated [22,23], and of course, there are a large
number of multiple scatterings within a layer. The variation makes an inversion of physical parameters
seriously complicated. Suppose that a more backscattering cross section would be observed in a forest
after rain. It could be explained by a mixture of various hypotheses such as a growth of vegetation,
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increased vegetation water content, increased soil moisture under vegetation, varied vegetation
structure, and so forth. Each hypothesis must be tightly connected to a different set of scattering
mechanisms in Figure 1 so that it could be difficult to directly retrieve physical parameters such as soil
moisture, vegetation water content, and biomass without knowing a portion of scattering mechanisms.
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Figure 1. Backscattering from a vegetated terrain [21].

Main motivation to introduce full polarimetric SAR is to understand radar backscatter based
on scattering mechanisms, and this leads to a potential problem. Unfortunately, there is no way to
directly measure a composition ratio of scattering mechanisms within radar backscatter so that only a
limited validation has been conducted to polarimetric decomposition results. This could prevent the
polarimetric decomposition, even polarimetric SAR data, from being widely established.

To overcome the issue, a forward model, which theoretically calculates backscatter from randomly
vegetated terrain, has been introduced [15,21,24–26]. The model simply provides us a contribution
of each scattering mechanism in terms of specific observation condition such as the incidence angle
and polarization so that one can quantitatively compare a set of experimental data with the numerical
simulation results. The radar backscatter could be precisely characterized.

Forward models generally have a high degree of freedom so that many parameters must
be reasonably determined. For this purpose, a multiparametric SAR observation, where various
observation conditions such as frequency, polarization and incidence angle are gradually varied in
a wide range of each value during a short span of time, has been proposed [27–36]. Simulation
parameters can be found by fitting the model to the series of data set obtained by the multiparametric
SAR observation. This comprehensive SAR approach can provide reliable model parameters.

In this article, essential elements for the comprehensive SAR approach are concisely reviewed
to accelerate the research in this field. First, popular model-based polarimetric decompositions are
introduced and their limitations are shown. Then, forward models are reviewed with real SAR data
based on a multiparametric SAR observation. Note that the main part of this review article is based on
our previous works [18,19,21,32,34,36,37].

2. Model-Based Polarimetric Decompositions and Their Limitation

Most polarimetric decomposition techniques proposed for nearly three decades could be
categorized into two groups. An eigenvector-based decomposition was introduced by Cloude
in the context of radar imaging [12] and the other researchers follow [13,16]. This method always
provides a unique solution mathematically, whereas some approximations must be required to interpret
the results in terms of established physical scattering mechanisms as described in [13].
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Model-based polarimetric decomposition, as proposed by Freeman and Durden [14], is another
group. There are three well-known physical scattering mechanisms: A volume scattering from canopy,
a double-bounce scattering between tree and surface and a backscattering from the ground. The authors
proposed that the measured covariance matrix can be expressed by a linear sum of them. Due to its
simplicity, this method has been widely used. Our original purpose to introduce the polarimetric
decomposition technique was to understand the behavior of physical scattering mechanisms so that
the model-based polarimetric decomposition would be reviewed in the rest of this article.

The Freeman and Durden algorithm can decompose an observed covariance matrix of C to three
elemental scattering mechanisms as:〈

[C]
〉
= fv

〈
[Cv]

〉
+ fd[Cdb] + fs[Cs], (1)

where fv, fd and fs are coefficients of volume, double-bounce and surface scattering, respectively, whereas
C, Cv, Cdb and Cs are covariance matrices of total, volume, double-bounce and surface scatterings,
respectively. Note that < and > indicates the ensemble average of adjacent pixels. Now the algorithm
in [14] was applied to real SAR data of Black Forest in Germany, obtained by the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration/Jet Propulsion Laboratory (NASA/JPL) Airborne Synthetic Aperture Radar
(AIRSAR) system in the summer of 1991, shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. L-band image of the Black Forest in Germany obtained by the NASA/JPL AIRSAR system in
the summer of 1991. The solid arrows indicate the name of city or area type. The dotted lines specify
the direction of topographic change. The terrain slopes upward in the direction of the arrows [21].

The observations at C-band (6 cm), L-band (24 cm) and P-band (68 cm) were conducted, and a
portion of three scattering mechanisms is shown in Figure 3.

The double-bounce component clearly discriminates urban areas such as Villingen and Rietheim for
all wavelengths. A good penetration of canopy layer was obviously shown by the longer wavelengths
in the agricultural area, and double-bounce scattering appears instead of the volume component.
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Figure 3. Results of the Freeman algorithm applied to three different wavelength images in Freiburg
obtained by AIRSAR. From left to right, C-band (5 cm), L-band (24 cm) and P-band (68 cm) images
are displayed. Green, red and blue are assigned to volume scattering, double-bounce scattering and
ground scattering, respectively [21].

The Freeman and Durden algorithm sometimes breaks a conservation law of energy so that
negative power could be estimated for a term on the right-hand side of Equation (1) as discussed in [18].
Since the algorithm by Freeman assumes that all of cross-polarization term is automatically assigned
to the volume component, it may underestimate the contribution from other scattering mechanisms.
Therefore, van Zyl et al. introduced Equation (2) to investigate a pixel having negative power [18]:

[Cremainder] =
〈
[C]

〉
− fv

〈
[Cv]

〉
. (2)

The negative power in Equation (2) can be easily obtained through eigenvalue analysis [18],
and a result is shown in Figure 4 where pixels having negative power are indicated by black color.
Unfortunately, most of the negative power happened in the forested area.
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The negative power distributed at most of the forested area was physically unacceptable. For this
violation of physics, the nonnegative eigenvalue decomposition (NNED) model [18] has been proposed
as follows: 〈

[C]
〉
= fv

〈
[Cv]

〉
+ fd[Cdb] + fs[Cs] + [Creminder]. (3)

By combining the remainder term with the eigenvalue decomposition technique [18],
the three-component model guarantees that any term on the right-hand side of Equation (3) would be
positive semidefinite. The result by the NNED is shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Decomposition results using nonnegative eigenvalue decomposition (NNED) are shown.
The original images with three different frequencies are the same as in Figure 3. Color assignments are
the same as Figure 3 as well [21].

It can be easily seen that the volume scattering component was distinctly reduced whereas surface
scattering and double-bounce scattering were exaggerated in the images at L- and P-bands, respectively.
Some faint red was recognized in the middle of the Black Forest at L-band. Any difference between
the two techniques could not be seen in the agricultural and urban areas. The volume scattering
component was also still recognized around the river halfway down the image at the P-band.

As mentioned in [19,37], the decomposition techniques shown above were operated on a
pixel-to-pixel basis, either supposing the same volume scattering component for an entire image
or utilizing a limited number of scattering models (three in the case of Yamaguchi et al. [15]) to
select for each pixel. Randomly distributed dipoles are generally assumed to calculate a volume
scattering component, where probability distribution function (pdf) of their orientation angle is
specified. For example, Freeman and Durden algorithm utilizes a volume scattering component
as follows: 〈

[Cv]
〉
=


3 0 1
0 2 0
1 0 3

. (4)
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This assumes uniformly distributed thin cylinders so that the model disagrees to a pixel having
methodically distributed thin cylinders with distinct mean orientation angle. To conquer the limitation,
Arii et al. completely generalizes the volume component models:〈

[Cv(θ0, σ)]
〉
= [Cα] + p(σ)

[
Cβ(2θ0)

]
+ q(σ)

[
Cγ(4θ0)

]
,

[Cα] = 1
8


3 0 1
0 2 0
1 0 3

,
[
Cβ(2θ0)

]
= 1

8


−2cos2θ0

√
2sin2θ0 0

√
2sin2θ0 0

√
2sin2θ0

0
√

2sin2θ0 2cos2θ0

,
[
Cγ(4θ0)

]
= 1

8


cos4θ0 −

√
2sin4θ0 −cos4θ0

−
√

2sin4θ0 −2cos4θ0
√

2sin4θ0

−cos4θ0
√

2sin4θ0 cos4θ0

,

(5)

where θ0 and σ are the mean orientation angle and pdf of the randomly distributed dipoles, respectively.
Both p and q are predetermined functions in terms of σ [37]. One of the most significant merits of this
model was that any volume component could be expressed by only two parameters, θ0 and σ, which
were related to physical vegetation as shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Various probability distribution functions (pdfs) in terms of randomness. There are two
extreme cases: Uniform distribution with the highest variance and delta function distribution with the
lowest variance. Cosine squared distribution sits in between these two. The randomness is defined by
σ as shown in the cosine squared distribution [32].

Adaptive NNED (ANNED) technique has been realized by introducing the generalized volume
scattering component as follows:〈

[C]
〉
= fv

〈
[Cv(θ0, σ)]

〉
+ fd[Cdb] + fs[Cs] + [Creminder]. (6)

To fix the additional parameters θ0 and σ, the remainder term is again utilized to avoid negative
power [19]. A result by the adaptive model for the Black Forest data is shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 7. Results of the ANNED algorithm applied to three different wavelength images in Freiburg
obtained by AIRSAR. Green, red and blue are assigned to the volume, double bounce and ground
components [21].

Much more of the volume scattering contribution can be recognized in the forested area from the
ANNED results at L-band whereas a similar tendency can be seen around the river halfway down the
image at the P-band. The remainder term of Equation (6) was mapped to further study the applicability
of ANNED in Figure 8 at the L-band. By supposing two different distributions: Uniform and cosine
squared having no orientation angle for the volume scattering model, the results of NNED and ANNED
were compared. The model tells that the smaller value in pixel in Figure 8 would be considered as the
better fit to the selected parameters of the model.
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This shows that the best fit parameter set could be reasonably found by ANNED especially in
the forested area. Therefore, it should be concluded that an excellent applicability to the various
vegetated surfaces were realized by ANNED. The results obtained by ANNED from multipolarization
and multifrequency SAR data were qualitatively validated.

In [32], Arii et al. have first applied the model-based polarimetric decomposition technique to
real multi-incidence angle and multi-polarimetric SAR (MIMP SAR) data sets from rice paddies at the
X-band obtained by Pi-SAR2 developed by the National Institute of Information and Communications
Technology. Contribution of each scattering mechanism derived by the Freeman and Durden algorithm
is shown in Figure 9.
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of the model-based polarimetric decomposition techniques such as the three-component scattering
decomposition [14,15,18,19]. The algorithm may not properly work if a dominant scattering mechanism
to each co-polarization becomes different.

It could be an issue that the analysis above cannot be deepened any more without knowing
the true fraction of each scattering mechanism. In addition, there were several critical oversights
in the polarimetric decomposition models. First, attenuation by the volume layer was never taken
into account. As shown in [21,29], attenuation may dictate backscatter from vegetated terrain when
the amount of scatterers in a volume layer exceeds a certain amount. Second, a volume scattering
component was estimated by assuming a thin cylinder, that is, dipoles, even though, natural scatterers
are generally more like cylinders with a certain thickness. With the current decomposition models,
a number of unknown parameters were more than those of polarimetric SAR observations. To make
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SAR remote sensing an effective tool to monitor vegetated surfaces, an accurate fraction of scattering
mechanisms to compare with the observation becomes essential.

3. Comprehensive SAR Approach

There is no way to directly measure the individual scattering mechanism within radar backscatter
from vegetated terrain. To obtain an accurate fraction of scattering mechanisms, a forward model
numerically calculating a contribution of each scattering mechanism was introduced. The model
usually has a high degree of freedom so that many parameters have to be predetermined. The authors
also have proposed multiparametric SAR observation that monitors a specific target by gradually
varying the observation conditions so that the model parameters could be accurately estimated by
comparing with a set of observation data. In this section, both technical elements, that is, a forward
model and multiparametric SAR observation, were explained as essential elements of a comprehensive
SAR approach.

3.1. Forward Model

To describe radar backscatter from vegetated surfaces, there are two models widely used. One is a
radiative transfer model consisting of the layer structure, and the other is a discrete scatterer model
(DSM) consisting of randomly distributed scatterers.

Chandrasekhar [39] originally introduced the radiative transfer theory. Then the concept was
successfully applied to radar scattering from vegetated surfaces by Ulaby et al. [40–43]. This model is
called Michigan microwave canopy scattering (MIMICS), in which a three-layer structure is considered
in a typical forest, that is, the canopy layer, trunk layer and ground layer, with border condition.
Differential equations can be formed to model the net intensity for each of the upward and downward
directions within a layer by assuming the conservation law of energy for the infinitely thin slab.
The backscattering cross section can be obtained by integrating the thin slab over an entire layer
structure to the height direction under border conditions. Multiple scattering considered in the MIMICS
causes higher accuracy than the DSM whereas the MIMICS may not provide sufficient physical insight
due to its complexity. The other models based on radiative transfer are also discussed in [44,45].

Durden et al. proposed the DSM in [25] assuming the model for vegetated terrain as shown in
Figure 10.
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The model was filled up with discrete scatterers, and their multiple scatterings were ignored.
Since the scatterers inside the canopy were assumed to be sparsely distributed, the scattered wave
could be attenuated well through multiple scatterings [21,22]. Based on this assumption, the only three
distinct scattering mechanisms such as volume scattering, interaction between the ground and volume
scatterers and surface scattering describe the model.

Randomly oriented thin cylinders on the dielectric surfaces were assumed by the DSM as described
in Figure 10. Surface scattering [46], double-bounce scattering, and volume scattering [47–49] were
incoherently integrated by considering attenuations given by an optical theorem caused by randomly
distributed elemental scatterers [22]. Randomly oriented thin cylinders were expressed not only by the
cylinder distribution but also by the mean orientation angle and randomness as described in Figure 6.
The randomness, σ, had a range of 0 (Delta function distribution: Methodical distribution) and 0.91
(uniform distribution) as a standard deviation, whereas the mean orientation angles, θ0, appeared
at every 180◦. Note that a cosine squared distribution corresponds to the randomness of 0.56 as a
medium randomness. In addition to the use as a validation tool of the polarimetric decomposition
technique, the model could be directly utilized to invert physical parameters such as soil moisture as
shown in [21,24,35].

To demonstrate a data analysis based on the DSM, rice paddies at late vegetative stage are
modeled for example [32,34,36]. Three scatterers such as a grain, a stem and a leaf have been taken
into account as elements of rice paddies at late vegetative stage. Leaves and stems are assumed to
be in the same layer, whereas grains are on the top layer. The two-layer model with three types of
distributed elemental scatterers is conceptually expressed in Figure 11.
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Figure 11. Schematic model for the discrete scatterer model (DSM). Randomly distributed cylinders
stand on the dielectric rough surfaces [36].

An incoherent model cannot express a coherent effect such as radio interferometry. The effect
could be significant on backscatter from densely distributed rice plants, where each scatterer is much
smaller than the wavelengths. In this case, in-situ measured data should not be directly used as a
set of input parameters, because backscatter from each element could be considerably weak so that
incoherently summed power from all of the plants still stays weak. To explain certain scattering power
by the incoherent model, a radio interferometry is realized by clustering the densely distributed thin
scatterers at a scale of wavelength. The ears of rice plants at this stage form a slender cluster, which can
be simply expressed as a virtual cylinder. The same concept is applied to leaves and stalks, bunches of
which could be described as virtual cylinders, as shown in Figure 12.
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The model allows calculating backscattering cross section at different bands so that multifrequency
data analysis can be conducted. In this example [36], two blocks, A and B, of rice paddies were selected,
and each block is simulated at the X- and L-bands. Table 1 shows model input parameter sets for XA,
XB, LA and LB, which are determined by experimentally obtained SAR data (X-band on August 21,
2014 and L-band on August 3, 2016) as described in the Section 3.2. Note that the volumetric water
content of each element is related to the dielectric constant by the Dual-dispersion model proposed
in [50], where dielectric constants corresponding to 5% and 35% at X-band, and 12%, 15%, and 31% at
the L-band of volumetric water contents are 3.1 and 17.2 at X-band, and 8.7, 10.7 and 21.0, respectively.
The volumetric water contents in Table 1 may imply dryer vegetation condition than those shown
in [51–53]. Since the dielectric constant at the center of a trunk is much higher than that on the surface
as experimentally shown in [54], backscatter from rice paddy could be characterized as dryer condition
than its true vegetation water content if the incident wave would not reach to a center of a grain, a stalk
or a leaf.

Table 1. Model input parameters [36].

Parameter Value XA Value XB Value LA Value LB

Incidence angle (deg.) 25–65 25–65 24–55 24–55
Wavelength (cm) 3 3 24 24
Stem - - - -

Volumetric water content (%) 5 5 12 12
Radius (mm) 1.0 1.0 16 16
Layer height (m) 0.80 0.80 0.60 0.60
Mean orientation angle (deg.) 0.0 0.0 2.0 2.0
Distribution 0.40 0.40 0.30 0.30
Density (m−3) 400 400 150 150
Length (cm) 80 80 42 42

Leaf - - - -
Volumetric water content (%) 5 5 15 15
Radius (mm) 1.0 1.0 3.0 3.0
Layer height (m) 0.80 0.80 0.60 0.60
Mean orientation angle (deg.) 43 43 80 80
Distribution 0.42 0.42 0.30 0.30
Density (m−3) 1200 1200 700 700
Length (cm) 35 35 90 90
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Table 1. Cont.

Parameter Value XA Value XB Value LA Value LB

Grain - - - -
Volumetric water content (%) 35 35 31 31
Radius (mm) 2.6 2.6 16.8 17.3
Layer height (m) 0.20 0.20 0.30 0.30
Mean orientation angle (deg.) 76 76 0.0 0.0
Distribution 0.38 0.38 0.09 0.088
Density (m−3) 500 500 430 430
Length (cm) 10.0 10.0 4.5 4.5

Volumetric soil moisture (%) 6 6 31 31
Surface roughness (mm) 0.2 0.2 1.0 1.0
Correlation length (mm) 5 5 20 20

© 2019 IEEE. Reprinted, with permission, from Arii, M.; Yamada, H.; Kojima, S.; Ohki, M. Sensitivity analysis of
multifrequency MIMP SAR data from rice paddies. IEEE Trans. Geosci. Remote Sens., 2019, 57, 3543–3551.

Backscattering cross sections in terms of polarization, incidence angle and frequency are numerically
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Based on the DSM modeling described in [32,34,36], each scattering mechanism is contributed
to the total power as also shown on the right-hand side in Figure 13. The most dominant for all
polarizations except HH is the volume scattering from rice panicles at the X-band, where interaction
between grains and the surfaces is dominant. Another interaction between stalks and the ground
surfaces is also dominant for HH and VV only at small incidence angles at the L-band. The most
complicated curve is formed by VV at the X-band because the total power is pushed up by the volume
scatterings from grains, leaves and stalks in terms of incidence angles one after another. Although
numerical simulations by another set of input parameters assigning dominant vegetation water content
to stem or leaf were conducted, strong attenuation of upper layer with rice panicles prevents from
finding a set of input parameters to reasonably explain the observations. Nonetheless, it must be noted
that the simulation results may not be a unique solution so that the interpretation could be varied by
using a different forward model or a different set of input parameters.

Radius is the grain parameter with the most significant gap between the X- and L-bands, as shown
in Table 1. In [49], scattering from a cylinder can be theoretically characterized by a wave number,
k, and a cylinder radius, r, so that the kr must be conserved at different wavelengths as long as a
received power stays at same level. This happened in the observation on HH and VV in Figure 13.
The radii of virtual cylinders of grains at the L- and X-bands are 17.3 mm and 2.6 mm so that the ratio
(17.3:2.6 mm) is approximately comparable to the ratio of the wavelength of the L-band to that of the
X-band (24:3 cm). Therefore, the ratio of the radius to the wavelength is almost conserved. Based on
the analysis, the effective radius of a virtual cylinder of rice grains at the late vegetative stage would
vary due to the wavelength in use.

Clearly, the visible breakdown of the individual scattering mechanism in terms of polarization,
frequency, and the incidence angle could deepen our understanding. The DSM could be an essential
candidate of tools to provide a visible fraction among scattering mechanisms.

3.2. Multiparametric SAR Observation

The simulation results in the previous section show that a distinct sensitivity of the backscattering
cross section from vegetated terrain to a various observation parameter is indicated. On the other
hand, the DSM has a high degree of freedom so that it consists of many physical parameters as shown
in Table 1. It is crucial to find a set of simulation parameters to reasonably describe the behavior of
each scattering mechanism for an entire range of the observation condition.

To fix the model parameters, a great advantage potentially exists on MIMP-SAR data [32,34].
Although only a single point must be interpreted by a single incidence angle and single-polarimetric
SAR observation, the MIMP SAR observation can provide multiple continuous curves in terms of
incidence angles on each polarization. A few decades ago, it was extremely difficult to realize the
MIMP SAR observation by a spaceborne SAR [55,56]. However, the concept becomes realistic by a
recent advancement of SAR technology, where the ALOS-2, for example, can observe a specific area by
the full polarimetric mode in a wider range of incidence angles between 20◦ and 40◦ [57].

Nonetheless, collecting MIMP SAR data by only a single satellite is still not very feasible at the
present stage because it requires a number of dates in which plant growth potentially affects the
data [58,59]. Dominant scattering mechanisms could also be misled by a sparsely sampled incidence
angle [60–62]. Multi-incidence angle data can be obtained in another way by assuming uniform
vegetation within an entire swath [20,63]. Although it is an efficient way, the assumption could be strict
for natural vegetation with widely variable biological parameters. Hence, a direct multi-incidence
angle SAR observation by an airborne SAR [32,34,36] was adapted to prevent from all the potential
error sources above. Sufficiently small intervals are realized by the repeat path observations so that a
time decorrelation can be minimized. The obtained MIMP SAR data are precisely characterized by a
theoretical model based on a scattering mechanism. This multiparametric SAR approach improves the
polarimetric decompositions to emphasize the sensitivity of backscattering cross section, and optimizes
an observation condition for the limited spaceborne SAR monitoring.
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A multi-incidence angle observation has been realized by multiple flight paths as proposed by
Arii et al. [32,34,36] as shown in Figure 14. The incidence angle is varied to a specific point within the
overlapped area by gradually shifting each orbit. For instance, eight observations in every 20 minutes
were repeated from noon to 3:00 PM (local time) on August 21, 2014 as described in [32]. Therefore,
any external factor such as a meteorological change and vegetation growth could be minimized.
The incidence angle at the center of each scene in this study was varied from 24◦ to 65◦ by every
6◦ [27,28,32,34,36].Electronics 2019, 8, x FOR PEER REVIEW 15 of 19 
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polarimetric data in terms of the incidence angle [36].

Currently, a full-polarimetric observation has been common for airborne SAR [64–69] so that
the observation can be easily extended to an MIMP SAR observation. In addition, multifrequency
MIMP SAR can be realized by simply repeating a set of MIMP SAR flights at a different band. Once
multiparametric SAR data are collected, one has to explore simulation parameters as shown in Table 1,
which hold for an entire range of observation condition. This concept can be called the comprehensive
SAR approach.

Model fitting results are overlapped in Figure 13, and they show excellent agreement so that the
selected parameters could be a reliable candidate to describe the backscatter from the paddy fields.
This means that the simulated curves of each scattering mechanism shown on the right-hand side of
Figure 13 could be also reliable.

As seen above, a history of each scattering mechanism in terms of observation conditions must
be essential to quantitative validation of polarimetric decomposition results so that a sensitivity to
a particular physical parameter is improved. In addition, a direct inversion from the backscattering
cross section could be also feasible [21,24], which could be suitable for spaceborne SAR with a limited
chance and observation condition.

4. Conclusions

In this article, the importance of the comprehensive SAR approach and its essential elements was
thoroughly reviewed to broaden the use of polarimetric SAR remote sensing.

Popular model-based polarimetric decompositions were first introduced, and their limitations
were also discussed with concrete examples, where only qualitative validation has been conducted.
A fraction among scattering mechanisms of the backscattering cross section from vegetated surfaces
must be essential for quantitative validation. To conquer the problem, a comprehensive SAR approach
consisting of two key technologies was thoroughly reviewed.
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One element is a forward model. A radiative transfer model and DSM widely used were concisely
explained with pros and cons. As an example of the DSM, numerical simulations of backscatter from
rice paddies at late vegetative stage were conducted under various observation conditions such as
frequency, incidence angle and polarization, and a distinct sensitivity of backscatter to the physical
parameters was shown.

The other is the multiparametric SAR observation where a number of SAR observations are
conducted by gradually varying observation conditions. A data set of comprehensive SAR observations
plays an important role to find reliable DSM parameters holding in a wide range of the observation
conditions. Once the model parameters are fixed, a behavior of individual scattering mechanism could
be accurately analyzed.

A comprehensive SAR approach consisting of a forward model and multiparametric SAR
observation must be essential to move forward a field of polarimetric SAR remote sensing for future
operational use.
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